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1. INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Council on International Law is flic largest non-govemmental
organization in Canada devoted solely to the discussion, dissemination and
development of international law. Each year it holds an Annual Conference in Ottawa
which is attended by over 250 professors of international law, private practitioners,
government lawyers, academics, diploinats, students and policy developers.

The Conférence theme is usually broad but permits exploration of specifie areas of
interest, such as international human rights law, international trade law and
international criminal law.

The themne of the 2000 Annual Conference was, 'Looking Ahead: International Law
in the 2 1 Century'. This theme supported the exploration of what direction leading
acadenies and practitioners anticipated international law would take in the next 10 to
20 years. Individual panels discussed areas ranging from thic impact of technology on
national borders through the changing interface between international politics and
international Iaw to the response of states to huinan migratoiy pressures.

The Canadian Coundil on International Law's mandate to encourage discussion,
dissemination and development of international law makes its annual conférence a
natural, non-partisan forum for the exploration of issues of interest to institutions such
as the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development. The active participation of
student members at the annual conference facilitates a forward looking, cutting edge
approach to many issues, while academiùc participation promotes intellectual rigour
and practitioners demand useful and pertinent practices. The combination of these
mnterests ensures that ail aspects of an issue must be fihlly examined to satisfy a
knowledgeable, diverse and committed audience.

is designed to summarize various preseni
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REPORT ON OPENING ROUNDTABLE:
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

The International Criminal Court: Progress to Date and Prospects for the Future

1. SPEAKERS -
- Moderator: Sharon Williams, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University
- Speakers:

Irwin Cotler, Member of Parliament, Mount Royal, Special Advisor on the
International Criminal Court.
Warren Allmand - President, Rights and Democracy
David Chuter - Balkans Secretariat, Ministry of Defence (UK)
Darryl Robinson - Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade.

2. OVERVIEW
The Roundtable provided an excellent opening and set the tone for the high level of
discussion for the Conference. The panelists, each from their unique perspectives,
cormmented on the successes and failures of the Romne Conference and the Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court. Nurnerous thoughts and suggestions regarding the
ICC's future prospects were offered and discussed.

3. DISCUSSION



Jurisdiction
H-ighlighting points ofmîterest within the Rome Statute, each panelist commented on the
ICC's jurisdiction. Darryl Robinson explained the complimentary nature of the Court's
jurisdiction and the crimes that fail within it. Warren Aflnund noted that while the ICC is
a huge step forward i that it will have automatic and internai jurisdiction over ail Member
States, there are shortcomings that stiil exist. For example, although the Prosecutor, a
State Party, and even the Security Coundil can trigger an investigation, the ICC stili
remains a court of ast resort - as long as the State is investigating, the ICC does flot have
jurisdiction.

A further jurisdictional shortconiing noted by Mr. Alhnand is the flict that the ICC does
flot have jurisdiction according to the custody of the accused, nor according to the
nationality of the victim. Rather, the ICC's jurisdiction is based on the nationality and
territory of the accused. Mr. Aflmand said that this explains American opposition to theICC as the USA believes that it should not be subject to international or other laws. That
is, the USA finds it unacceptable that an American soldier (or civilian) could be tried in a
non-US court. In response Irwin Cotier noted that the cornplimentary jurisdiction of the
ICC was supposed to address this concern of the USA's.

he issues of the ICC's jurisdiction van lead to forum shopping -
from their crimes and depending on where they run, they can be
t was noted that ICC ratification is helping to eliminate this issue
ýtency. Mr. Robinson supplied the latest statistics: the Rome
Lions to enter into force, and currently there are 21 ratifications

latest news of the Ronme Preparatory Commission. On June
>pted by consensus the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of
bis exciting development to mean that the definitions of the
ents are recognized by the world as a whole.
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Lessons to Learn from the ICTY
David Chuter, drawing from bis experience with the ICTY, shared bis thoughts how the
ICC 'càn get it right'. First, for the ICC to work properly, it must ke supported by
national governents. Practical support includes a wilingness to open borders, to share
evidence and even to share the accused. He cautioned that we should not be quick to
assume everyone will cooperate. Second, he warned against abuse of the ICC by nations
and lobby groups for their own purposes. Indeed, groups lobbying for ICC action
paralyzed the ICTY and Mr. Chuter suggested that the ICC should ensure the responsibi'
behavior of non-governmental organizations. Third, he warned that the ICC would flot b
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the positive aspects of the ICC's coniplimentary jurisdiction i its discussions with the
USA, as this aiso, was supposed to address the USA's concems.

-Canada should miaintain a degree of skepticism during the first years of the ICC.
Canada should be prepared to support the ICC through its tough initial years. despite a
lack of cooperation on the part of other states, a lack responsibility on the part of
lobby groups, and a lack of instant and equal justice for ail victirns.

-Canada should push for the responsible bebavior of non-governmental organizations
and lobby groups. This will protect the ICC from being abused as a venue for the
causes of certain groups.

-Canada should use its good offices and multilateral connections to promote ratification
of the Rome Statute and to engage Parliamentarians of other nations.

-Canada should provide the ICC with investigators, analysts and judges with the special
SUIlS needed in the areas of military, political, criminal and legal analysis. To do so,
the Cabinet, as well as civil society mnust be engaged and mobilized.

Court.

eICC with personnel so as to
engthen the institution by
ving the analysis and
the international community's

civil Society.
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KEYNOTh ADDRESS - NEW DIMENSIONS 0F INTERNATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY: STATE. CORPORATE AND INDMVDUAL

1 . SPEAKER: Professor James Crawford, Cambridge University

2. OVERVIEW: Professor Crawford reviewed the changmng nature of rights and
responsibilities i the international sphere and how, over time it moved from an
emphasis on state's rights and responsibility to individual rights and, most
recently, individual responsibilities. He considered whether or flot the next step
would be organizational rights and responsibilities at the international level.

3. DISCUSSION: International law is a system that operates only with the consent
of those subject to it - until recently states. International law has traditionally
approached the question of rights and responsibilities in a fragmented way; that is
separating rights from responsibilities. The dornai of international responsibility,
until recent times, bas remained solely that of the state.

Tbis must be seen from a bistorical perspective. When the Treaty of Westphalia
was signed in 1648 treaties were bilateral. The first multilateral treaty was flot
entered ito until 1850. States continued even until the 20"'h century to be
interested in bilateral, reciprocal arrangements benefiting state entities, not
oreanizations or individuals. The treatv establishinsz the Leazue of Nations can bc

The statute of



commissions that could only impose political censure tbrough regional courts of
human rights which could grant relief to individuals and require leisiative
changes in a country's legal systemn.

The International Criminal Court (ICC) can be seen as further development of tbis
process. Building on the example of Nuremberg where individuals were held
responsible for gross and systeniatic violations of weli established provisions of
international humanitarian law the ICC statute provides for individual - flot state
- responsibility for serious violations of individual internationally established
rights. It is interesting because it creates no separate set of individual or state
responsibilities. In essence two aspects of the public order system have developed
separately. Individual rights have developed principally through international
human rights law; the mechanism for holding individuals responsible for
violations of certain of these rights is found in the ICC statute.

The area where a 'lacunae of responsibility' still exists is in the area of corporate
responsibility. International corporations have national rather international
personality. A multi-nationai corporation exists legally as a series of national
corporations. There does not exist at this time an international law of corporate
rights or responsibilities. In recent years, for a number of reasons, there has been a
move towards enhanced international responsibility (international arbitration etc).
This hopefuliy will continue. At this time however an international civil justice
system does flot seem necessary as a complement to the recently developed
international criniinal law system.

The areas of state and individual

rnational enforcement mechanisms in
is that of international corporate rights and
)f recognized international standards and ap
rcement is stil some time in the fuw.
a could be productive both in kkqn9Iýing
unae and in developing international norms
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REPORT ON PANEL ON INTERNATIONAL LEGAL THEORY - FEMINISM,
ECOLOGY AND CRITICAL THEORY: NEW PERSPECTIVES INTERNATIONAL

LAW IN4 THE 21 " CENTURY

1. SPEAKERS: Michael M'Gomgle, University of Victoria - Moderator
Kerry Rittich. University of Toronto
Ed Morgan, University of Toronto
Douglas Johnston, University of Victoria - Commentator

2. OVERVIEW: This panel eniphasized the unity of diversity. From an analysis of
the relationship between Edgar AJan Poe's writings and comparative international
legal critical theory to the application of the ecological political economic model
to international development the underlymng theme was that depending on the
analytical approach selected quite different conclusions cmi be drawn from the
saine set of facts. Understanding the different international legal theories of not
only academios but also politicians and diplomats can be critical i developng,
effective bilateral and international agreemnents.

3. DISCUSSION: The presentations theniselves were diverse and mnust therefore be
dealt with individually.

Feminism and International Law: This presentation bighlighted both the différent
interests of feminist leizal analvsis and its different approach to international law.



United Nations conventions on women usually deal with issues of women'
reproductive rights of women's' night to be safe from violence. Until now
economic conditions, poverty, and employment rights have not generally been the
focus of international conventions dealing with womnen's' rights. A new project is
the Centre for Econoniic Gender Justice. Institutions such as the International
Labour Organization and the World Bank are domng analysis in these areas. The
World Bank is taking into account economnic gender justice in deciding what
projects to support. Econoniic gender justice bas a multidisciplinary approach - it
mnvolves flot only labour issues, or trade issues, but also development issues and
impacts in a host of other areas. Careful analysis must be done to determine wbat
economic gender justice requires. Traditionally labour and employment oriented
(i.e. pay equity) there is now a subtie shift toward the right to participate in an
entrepreneurial fashion in a free market economny. The test must always be
however what does gender justice - including economic gender justice- require.

Literqry Theory and International Law: This was an entertaining intellectual
exercise that highlighted that you can use almost any basis for critical legal
analysis. Edgar Allan Poe's literature of terror was used as the basis for analysing
the decision in a United States extradition case A chmed v. Turner. Both the story
of Poe and the case can be seen as examples of inquiries that ultimately are
deflected fromn the truth. In both the literary and the legal approaches littie
assistance was found in the various descriptions/doctrines put forward by
participants. Eventually decisions that should be objective, truthful and reasoned
may be made for subjective, illusionary and instinctive reasons.

ui International Law: Ecological Political Economv: This critical
be applied to international development models, international
tion and even to the creation of states. It encompasses the forces
and unsustainability. It is based on analysis of broad social
Drmpasses flot only state actors but also other participants who,
vernmnents, manage the commercial affhirs of states. The theory
basis and bas a social theoretical approach as its underpinning.
iy encompasses flot only how produets are exchanged and wealth
how political, economiùc and legal institutions are regulated. It
-eas not normally part of legal theory sucli as the role of nature in

'f energy and
ant degree of
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'crisis of legitimacy' for the international legal processes which have created and
maintain tbat model. A new model of economic deve1opnent is required - one
that will cail for new political. and legal processes to sustain it. Ecological political
economy is one such modeL

4. CONCLUSIONS/POLICY OPTIONS: The différent critical approaches highlight
how important an understanding of various parties governmng legal theory is when
trying to develop international consensus. Iliree areas of potential policy actîvity
for the goverrnent of Canada which arises from this panel presentation are:

a) sponsor an international workshop on legal theory to increase
understanding of the different approaches used to fkdilitate more effective
international treaty making.

b) support projects which look at the participation of women and the impact
of tbat participation in the development of 'liard' and 'sofi' international



PANEL ON THE FUTURE 0F INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION

"THE FUTURE 0F INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION"

1. Speakers

Christopher Thomas (moderator), Jean Mlain, Raed Fathallah and Janet Walker.

2. Overview

The panel was focussed on a discussion of the evolution and the future of international dispute
resolution. Over the years the principles surrounding international disputes have varie The
decisions on the international sphere have taken on a more binding effeet. In addition, private
parties are given the opportunity to commence proceedings against govemnments under
international treaties and agreements.

3. Discussion

Jean Mlain discussed the continued evolution of international adjudication. International law isfinally moving towards a systemn based on rule of law. The trend i last 100 years could be bestsuznmarized in three stages: (i) the influence of NGOs resulting in the creation of an arbitration
system under the Hague Convention; (ü) the establishment of an international court in the postwar era (tirstly as the Permanent Court of International Justice and later as the International
Court of Justice); and (iii) the 'legalization' of international relations through development andcodification of international law. Mr. Allain opined that the establishment of the United Nationshas seen an explosive growth i multilateral treaties (such as the Genocide Convention and theVienna Convention on Law of Treaties). In addition, States have moved towards an acceptanceof the legitimacy and effectiveness of international courts. Some treaties even have their owndispute settiement mecbanisms, such as the Law of the Sea Tribunal under the United NationsLaw of the Sea Treaty, which gives the tribunal compulsory jurisdiction over disputes relating tothe law of sea. Another key example is the binding dispute seulement mechanism under theWTO. Ail members of the WTO are subject to the dispute seulement mechanisms and are
unable to opt out of the system.

Raed Fathaliah analyzed the devetopment of the investor-state arbitration. Internationalcommercial arbitration is a popular mechanism to resolve commercial disputes, as it is efficient,flexible and conducted by experts. The International Centre for Seulement of InvestmentDispute (ICSID) was created by the World Bank to facilitate resolution of internationalnvestment disputes. The ICSID operates under the Convention on the Seuliement oflInvestmentDisputes between States and Nationals of Other States (ICSID Convention), where disputes areresolved through conciliation and arbitration. Awards are also granted pursuant to the ICSIDConvention. Similar arbitration procedure is provided for under NAF7A Chapters Il'investnient) and 14 (financial services). NAFfA allow an investor from a member state to



increased i its popularity because it ensures neutrality, no diplomnatic intervention and

development of international legal institutions. I that regard, NAFFA arbitration panels would
provide substantial guidance.

Janet Walker discussed the revitalization of national courts in matters relating to international
commercial disputes. The rules of arbitration are based on regimnes developed in the 20Û~'
century. However, the rules of procedure in the domnestic courts are constantly arnended and
reflect the present reality. Ms. Walker noticed three trends favouring the domestic court system.
First, there is a move towards litigation in domestic courts rather than international arbitration as
domestic courts are increasingly flexible (parties cmi define their case), maintain confldentiality
(courts grant protective orders, deemned and proprietary undertakings), uphold neutrality, and
judgements are easily enforceable i the domestic jurisdiction. Second, domestic systems permit
ordiary citizens to get mnvolved i actions relating to international investmnent. Finally, some
domestic court systenis allow for the possibility of class action suits against multinational
corporations.

4. Conclusions! Policy Options

The paniellists agreed that international arbitration
international commercial and investment disputes.
clarification of the ru.les is required to enhance the
arbîtration system, as it currently stands, attracts di
confldentiality and secrecy surrounding arbitration pi
backroom deals and cover-up. ClariPjing arbitration
will also provide enhanced transparency. It is impori
arbitration panels and domestic courts through educati

resolution of
that fl3rther

system. The
>ulation. The
impression of
4 Chapter 11)
s facilitated in
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REPORT ON PANEL B-1:
PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW

Changing Interface between International Politics and International Law

1. SPEAKERS
*Moderator: Don McRae, University of Ottawa
*Speakers:

Stephen Toope. McGili University
Michael Byers, Duke University
Neta Crawford, University of Massachusetts

legal theory basis of
niational actors,
rtance of international
lations; that is, the
mnal relations.
two fields and whether

ational. lemal structures.
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the "ýwhy" questions were more imnportant than the 'how'. She secs the 'how' questions as
focusing on the process, while 'why' questions focus on the states and actors as units.
Professor Byers suggested that the 'why' questions regarding institutions are questions
that address questions of law and procedure. Professor Byers noted that the very act of

asking larger, open questions might help to expand international lawyers' perspectives.

offerThere is muci,

tilations theory,
inter-disciplinai

iational situations (i.e



Byers cautioned that Canada would benefit from having a better understanding of the
debate between the two disciplines. He also suggested that Canada must defend and
strengthen a public international law model that is more than just a US version of
international Jaw. Yet Neta Campbell found that the USA stili needed to justify its actions
i international Iaw. lIn this way, international Iaw continues to act as a check on the

hegemnony.

Regarding the US effect on international law, Professor Byers suggested that the USA's
opposition to the Rome Statute of the International Crimninal Court is niainly based on the
US public's ignorance of international issues. Wbile the USA is isolationist, Professor
Byers thought that the USA mnight stifi be angered if the ICC goes ahead without it. He
believes that the USA should be coaxed into participating in areas where it wants to be
engaged. Professor Campbell and Professor Toope, on the other hand, stated that the ICC
should be rnade as strong as possible, ignoring the hegemnony, and that the USA
opposition will shift over time following the shifi in the internai dynan-ics of the USA.

4. CONCLUSIONS/POLICY OPTIONS

" Canada should gain a better understanding of the debate that exists at the
intersection between international relations and international law.

* Canada Must defend and strengthen a public international law model that is more
than just a US version of international law. To do this Canada should encourage
and promote new and independent theoretical thinlcing by Canadians in the area of
international law and international relations. Canada should also encourage other

real



PANEL ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

"DIPLOMATS, TECHNOCRATS OR DEMOCRATS: ADVANCING TRADE
AGREEMENTS IN THE NEXT DECADE"

1. Speakers

Don Buckingham (moderator), Catherine Curtiss, Christine Elwell, and Mel Annand.

2. Overview

The purpose of the panel was to discuss the future direction of international trade law.
The international trade regime has evolved through three key stages: (i) the diplonatic
stae that resulted in the creation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAITI)

Jnited



GATIM, and the Beef Hormone, Periodicals and Shrimp-Turde cases (under the WTO)
have considered issues of environment and culture as they relate to trade and investment.
Significant change took place at the WO Ministerial Conference in Seattle in 1999.
According to Ms. Elwell, the NGOs helped la the 1âi1ure of the Conference. Various
groups were able to bond together to bring forth issues of social concerns on the trade
agenda. These recent developments have ushered in a new era where NOOs should be
consulted in matters effecting social policy. The government, especiaily DFAIT, should
take lato account the views of the NOOs so that an inclusive trade policy could be
developed.

Mel Axmand discussed the role of governments at the WTO, by analyzing trade disputes
that la effect have resulted la the prohibition of export subsidies. In the past year. the
WTO dispute settlement panels have considered (la the Aircraft, Dairy Milk and FSC
cases) various export subsidy schemes that potentially distort trade. The WTO panels
have given a broad laterpretation to the Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
'Agreement, whereby measures are evaluated based on the country's domestic practice.
These cases have resulted la a "'domnestic benchmark", L.e., export subsidies are not
measured against an international standard, but against the domestic measures that
regulate the domestic market. Essentially, one should treat a business involved ini exports
la a slaiiar manner as one that is only conducting business within the domestic market.
According to Mr. Annand, the message is that countries should flot provide any special
advantage for the export market. Ail countries should conipete, la the international
sphere, on an equal footlag without any special benefits targeted towards the exports.

4. Conclusions/policv options

The discussion la the panel revolved around transparency and increased participation of
non-governmnent actors (Le., corporations, trade associations and the NGOs). The
growing complexities of trade disputes, with their wide impact on social and public
issues, necessitate consultation among aIJ sectors of the society. The binding nature of
trade disputes have required governînents to amend their laws la order to conform to their
international trade. obligations. An increased participation of NGOs and other uroutos
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REPORT ON PANEL C-2:
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RJGHTS LAW

Subject: Globalization and Economic and Social Rights

1. SPEAKERS
• Moderator - Kerry Buck - Department of Foreign Trade and International Trade

.d cultu



Linkig Human Rights and Tirade
Mir. Ton Zuijdwijk notes that from a purely trade perspective, hunian rights and tirade are
seen as two solitudes. But Mr. Zuijdwijk proposes that there exist links and norms
between the two. He suggests that the International Labour Organization (ILO) played a
major role in developing international labour norms. While many advocates and leaders
wanted the World Tirade Organization (W70) to address tirade and labour issues, the ILO
had already expressed the international norma on many of these issues. Nevertheless,
issues of tirade and the environment, of intellectual property, and competition law, are
bemng dealt with by the WTO. Meanwbile, the labour side of the North American Free
Tirade Agreement (NAFTA) did attempt to incorporate human rights norma regarding
occupational safety, healtb, child labour, and women's rights, but these normas were fàirly
limited. Mr. Zijdwijk views the relationship of human rights and tirade as being in a
state of flux, and so the debate will go on. He believes that if the WTO gets more
involved in human rights issues, then the relationship between the NAFAT, WTO and the
ILO will have to be worked out.

In response, Ms. Buck commented on the risks of transferring jurisdiction over human
rights issues to tirade bodies when you already have human rights treaties i place. The
United Nations Economic, Social And Cultural Rights Committee is working with the
W70 and World Bank to try and infoni the work of these bodies as to the crosscutting
nature of these rights.

Interp2retation and Applicati on of International Norms in Canada
Mr. Zuijdwijk believes that Canada should link labour standards to tirade rules by
interpreting tirade miles (such as the WTO miles) in a manner consistent with existing
human rights and international labour norms. A direct conflict between these should be
avoided. Mr. Zuijdwijk believes that Canadian judges are very capable of interpreting
Canada's international obligations in a consistent way with the applicable norma. In



should be 'informned' by international Conventions to which Canada is party, was raised

as opening new arguments for econoniic, social and cultural rights in Canada. Canada

must identify and clarify the relationship between customary Iaw and international law

and the status of an unincorporated treaty in Canadian law; both of which can be

accomplished by bringing such arguments before the Canadian courts.

Enforcing the Rights
The difllculty in identifying the exact nature of economic, social and cultural rights bas

generated an overall reluctance on the part of states to create an Optional Protocol under

the International Covenant on Econoniic, Social and Cultural Rights. It was suggested

that perhaps the member states should undertake 'general commnents' to clarify the

elements of the rights as this would facilitate their enforcement.

The unenforceable capacity ofWF,7O and ILO rulings was discussed. There is a general

disconifort, however, with WTO attempflng to enforcing economic, social and cultural
--- t 5111 A çtcry,;tion was that mnstead of carrvinp2 the burden alone, the WTO



PANEL ON INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

"INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND RESOIJRCE MANAGEMENT:
TRENDS FOR THE FUTURE"

1. Speakers

Silvia Maciunas (moderator), Owen Saunders, Dr. Darren Goetze, and His Exceliency Philemon
Yang

2. Overview

The Panel's focus, was to discuss the future development of international environinental law.
There lias been significant movement to negotiate multilateral treaties that are geared towards, the
convservation of resources. The aim of preserving the environent could at times be at odds
with other international regimes, such as trade treaties. A clear understanding of various
overlapping interests is required to better facilitate the creation of international environental
Iaw.

3. Discussion

Owen Saunders discussed issues surrounding transboundary water. Water is an intimiate part of
culture throughout the world. lIn particular, it is an integral part of the Canadian identity. Thus
Canada lias made significant contributions to the development of Water Law. Mr. Saunders
raised two aspects of water's legal regime that menit discussion. First, transboundary water
historically has playcd an imnportant rote in the bilateral relationship between Canada and the
U.S. The 1909 Boundary Water Treaty was the central focus of the relationship between the two
countries. The treaty was visionary as it deait with issues such as watercourse and shed riparian

law



levels. Tbree provisions are of imnportance: (i)idsrai0 countries could engage in joint

projects in other countries to reduce carbon emissions; (i) countries could help clean developing

counriffes for credits; and (iii) counitries could enae in emsin aig whercby they could

buy and sei credits in order to fuil obligations. Currently, the price of carbon is depressed.

Consequently we must wait for an increase in the cost of greenhouse ernission gases so they
become an effective trading commodity.

His Exceilency PhlmnYang shared his views on the Biosafey Protocol. The Protocol was
adopted in January 2000 in Montreal. The Protocol is a general saenton a number of issues,
such as geneticaily modified food. His Excellency outlined a nunmber of opportunities and

chalne offéred by the Biosafety Protocol. In terms of opotntethe Protocol applies to

alliral (except for animais used for phamcuia purposes). Lt ensures the safety of

not o ipor ananial erey a a recutin (her isno eedto elyodfute ienmtionc

required. The Protocol also poses some chalne. Lt reque the etbih ntof a Biosafety
CleaingHoue. ssetialy, daabae cntaiinginfrmaionabout geneticaily modified

organsn. The problemn would be to create a systemn that is acesbeto ailontis Another
problemn is the linancial resources required to ensure compatible and effective technology
transfer. In adiion. the Protocol rectuires cutisto imlreta laityregime within two



CCIL 29& ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 26-28 OCTOBER 2000, OTTAWA

REPORT ON PANEL D-2:
IMMIGRATION LAW

Subject: States' Responses to Human Migratory Pressures

1. SPEAKERS
• Moderator - Robert Décary, Federal Court of Appeal Canada
• Speakers

Mendel Green, Green Speigel (Toronto)
Michael Lynk, University of Western Ontario
Suzanne Gilbert, Immigration and Refugee Board
Jean-Francois Bertrand, Bertrand, Deslauriers (Montreal)

2. OVERVIEW
The speakers reviewed the positive contribution of immigration to Canada and
focused on current challenges, particularly those facing refugee claimants seeking
entry to Canada. The right of refugees to restitution under international law in the
context of the Middle East was also discussed.

3. DISCUSSION

Introduction to the Refugee Process
Mme Suzanne Gilbert provided an excellent introduction to the issues surrounding the
immigration and refugee process in Canada. With a look at the evolution of the

the moment



Immizration and Bill C-31I
Mr. Mendel Green, noting Canada's less-than-perfect record of acccpting refugees and

immigrants and the complexity of the system, was otherwise very optimistic about the

positive and valuable efi'ect immigration bas had on Canadian society. He feit

imnmigrants are generally more resourceful than other Canadians, with lower rates of both

unemployment and welkae dependency. He believes that Canada!s nain strength is its

immigrants and that Canada should empbasize the positive aspects ofinmmigration,
including both multiculturalism and tolerance.

In particular Mr. Green was, positive about the modern views of refugee protection and

decision-making being proposed in Bfi C-3 1. For exampke, while reaffirming that famifly

reunification is the foundation of Canadian immigration policy, Bfi C-31 mntroduces a

new definition of 'faniily' to mnclude common law and same-sex spouses. Similarly, to

address the problemn of professionals being selected but then being lefi without roomn in
----441-. u;1 C-% r1 i k intratducinie a more innmvative and creative avproach

many pE



The principles of restitution and compensation have long been a part of international law.
U.N. Resolution 194 often cited for the existence of the right to restitution, simply re-
affirmed pre-existmng law. State practices bave reaffirmed the right to restitution and
compensation, as have -various decisions of international bodies such as the European
Court of Human Rights and the Inter-Arnerican Court of Human Rights.

Mr. Lynk believes that as the land and area are weli documented, it would be possible to
compensate the refuges i the Middle East. He finds that compensation based on fiirness
and equity will help with the longer-tern reconciliation of the people and will set a
valuable precedent. The challenge is that over 30 million Palestinian refugees need a just
peace based on fair aspirations of ail parties, with a remnedy of restitution and
compensation that must be both forward and backward looking.

4. CONCLUSIONSIRECOMMERNDATIONS

* Canada should eniphasize the positive aspects of immiàgration, including both
multiculturalism and tolerance.

* To address Canadian frustrations with the refugee system there must be better ways
must be developed to test the credibility of the clainiants and to keep one step ahead



ROIJNDTABLE PANEL ON TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

"IS THE INTERNET SUBVERTING NATIONAL BORDERS?"

1. Speakers

Chi Carmody (moderator), Ian Kerr, Sunny Handa, Ysolde Gendreau, Mark Hayes, and Je:

Richstone.

2. Overview

The purpose of the roundtable panel was to explore the impact of technology on international lav

The evolution of the Internet is transforming the manner in which states regulate their law

economy and international relations. In essence, "the national is becoming international, and ti

international is becoming national". The development of the Internet raises serious legal issu<

relating to jurisdiction, accessibility, responsibility and government regulation, especially in t
,.4 . anA marnlitv The crowing role of the Internet raises the question: Is ti



Property Organization (WIPO) and the World Trade Organization (V/TO). Regardless, copyright
Iaw is based on two broad categories: (i) positive law theory, Le., copyright laws are to achieve
social utility; and (àl) natural Iaw theory, L.e., universal law directs our conduct. Mr. Handa
outlined that there are two methods of protecting copyright: (i) the "copy-right" system, L.e., the
right to copy (mostly exercised i the common law jurisdictions); and (fi) the "droit d'auteur"
systeni, Le., the right of the author to control the use of his or her work. The Canadian copyright
regimne is a combination of utilitarian and economie approacb, while the U.S. law is primarfly
concerned with economics.

Ysolde Gendreau spoke about the infringemnent of copyright laws resulting from the rise of the
Internet. Grave issues arise when copyright violation takes place in a foreign jurisdiction.
International intellectual property agreements provide limited remedies to such a problen.
Agreements such as the Berne Convention and the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property (TRIPS) provide some substantive minimum standards for copyright laws.
However, rights are defined broadly, providing wide discretion to countries for enforcement. The
contlict of Iaw provisions however minimize some differences between national copyright
reginies. Ms. Gendreau pomnted out that the lack of a uniforni iternational regimne lias resulted in
regional agreements, sucli as directives under the European Union, the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the Andean Pact. The greatest challenge is the barmonization
between international agreements (the top-down approach) and regional agreements (the bottomi-
up approacli). The international approach, however, will bave a greater impact on the
proliferation of copyright laws.

Mark Hayes shared bis experience in the iCraveTV legal dispute. The iCraveTV dispute raised
some serious jurisdictional issues. Essentially, iCraveTV set up a web site to retransmit TV
programming over the Internet. The retransmiàssion of a broadcast is not illegal under the
Canadian law. However, such retransmission is contrary to American law unless royalties are
paid to the copyright holder. iCraveTV was shut down because à was not restricted to the
viewers in Canada. This dispute maises the question: Do U.S. courts bave the jurisdiction to take
action against a Canadian Internet entity that is in violation of U.S. laws? Accordiniz to Mr.



Manufacturing case, jurisdiction must ke determined on an active-passive spectrurn. In simple

terms, the courts should flot assume jurisdiction over passive web sites, while courts should

assume jurisdiction over an active web site. For web sites in between, the court should, consider

the degree of interactivity. This approach bas been accepted in Canada i Braintech mnc. v.

Kostiuk. lIn essence, Mr. Jeffstone pointed out, that there is no single approach to the

proliferation of the Internet and its impact on various international issues. He suggested threc

options: (i) the top-down approacb, L.e., single set of international rules;, (àl) the bottom-up

approach, L.e., rules based on users' needs; and (iii) the 'muddle tbrough" approach. Èe.,

determine small solutions to various problenis.

4. Conclusions/Policy Options

It was clear krom the discussion there is ambiguity as to actual effect of the Internet or
~ ~~m~ @pn1- hPfiipvPdc thsat iniieed the Internet is subvertine national borders.



12. CONCLUSION

Looking ahead is both futscmnating and dangerous for the saie reason - simply
considering, discussing and proposing options influences the very future at which you are
looking. The impact of the discussions at and proposais froin the 2000 Canadian Council
on International Law Conference can best be assessed in twenty years. Fortunately a high
proportion of participants in 2000 were students. or young academics and practitioners
who will likely attend the 2020 Canadian Coundil on International Law Conference (or as
one panel might have suggested be participating via interactive electronic media) where
they will be in an excellent position to make such an assessment.

Interesting and practical policy options were presented by many speakers ranging from
developing courses and training for future ICC staff to supportmng projects looking at the
impact of women and other less traditional players participatmng in national delegations
during international negotiations. Other policy options suggested a project promoting
interpretive harmonization between international environinental and international trade
law; the development of improved communication mechanisnis available outside of
Canada to ensure refligees are correctly identified; and taking a leadership role in
harmnonizing national/international. copyright laws as they apply to the Internet.

Any of these policy options may be followed up in panels during the 2001 Canadian
Coundil on International Law Annual Conference - it is certain that other areas of
developing -international law will be considered, discussed and policy options
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